
Information regarding Architect Selection  

At the Adult Forum on October 7
th
, the congregation will be introduced to Foresight Architects and hear 

of their planned process for Master Planning a remodel of the Chancel.  On October 14
th
, 2018 the 

congregation will consider a resolution that authorizes the church to enter into a contract with Foresight 

Architects to lead the master planning and design effort for the Chancel. 

Foresight is recommended by a subcommittee of the Chancel Redesign Task Force who issued a request 

for qualifications to ten firms from which they selected three for interviews.  After interviews and 

discussions with the top two firms (Foresight and HGA), the subcommittee recommended proceeding 

with Foresight for Architectural services and HGA for engineering services (mechanical, electrical and 

structural).  This arrangement is “the best of both worlds” scenario as it provides Gloria Dei the designer, 

Foresight, who has the most expertise in working on remodels of historic churches like ours and who has 

perfected an excellent consensus building process for the development of the Master Plan while at the 

same time ensuring important information and relationships with HGA can be maintained.  It is typical 

that architects sub contract for engineering services and we are fortunate to have HGA ready to take that 

role on our contemplated project. 

Architectural fees and acoustical analysis for the design phase have been identified and are in hand. 

Some of the comments from selection committee members recommending Foresight include: 

“Foresight has a well thought-out plan for assessing needs and seeking consensus, involving 

leadership, committee members, and the whole congregation.” 

 

“Foresight has a detailed understanding of liturgical worship and has experience with the redesign 

of many worship settings similar to Gloria Dei.” 

 

“Foresight has a clear appreciation for retaining or repurposing existing elements that have historic 

and/or emotional significance in the community.” 

 

“Foresight is accustomed to working with an array of specialists to maximize the overall 

environment.” 

 

“I was impressed with Jim’s understanding of how congregation dynamics work, and how each 

congregation will have certain things that cannot be taken away in a redesign without causing great 

dissatisfaction with the whole new product.  I liked his statement that he tries to work into the 

original architect’s mind so that the final product is something where, if the original architect could 

see it, he/she would say “That’s not how I designed it originally, but if I were going to design it 

today, this is what I would do.”” 

  

“I liked the knowledge and enthusiasm that Dan, the Acoustics expert, brought, and his 

understanding of how things like noisy fans can affect the way people hear, and thus, their worship 

experience.” 

 

”I was drawn to Foresight Architects because of Jim Hundt’s vast experience in helping 

congregations come to consensus on renewing their historic worship space to better meet current and 

future needs.” 

Contact Chancel Renovation Committee Chair Mike Kruger mkrugerstpaul@gmail.com with questions.  

You may find more information on Foresight Architects at their website: https://foresightarch.com/. 
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